
Further reading

There is an annotated bibliography of 95 items at the end of my anthology 
of some post-Kuhnian philosophy of science:
(1) Ian Hacking (ed.), Scientific Revolutions, Oxford, 1982.
I shall not duplicate that here, nor list books already prominently discussed 
above. For the chapters of Part A ‘ Representing’, here are a few classics, 
some useful anthologies, and some recent writing. A few of the anthologies 
are numbered in order to make it easy to refer back to them. Since few of the 
topics in Part B ‘ Intervening’ have been much discussed by philosophers, I 
do not attempt a chapter by chapter breakdown, but direct attention to a 
few essays that I found helpful.

Introduction: R ationality 

The place to start is, of course,
T .S . Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Chicago, 1962, 2nd 

edn, with postscript, 1969.
Kuhn’s essays on related topics are found in,

The Essential Tension: Selected Studies in Scientific Thought and Change, 
Chicago, 1977.

‘ Commensurability, comparability, communicability’, PSA  1982, 
Volume 2.

‘ What are scientific revolutions?’ Occasional Paper no. 18, Center for 
Cognitive Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

An excellent anthology of essays about Kuhn’s ideas is,
(2) Gary Gutting (ed.), Paradigms and Paradoxes, Notre Dame, 1980. 
Here are three books and a collection of essays about rationality in science. 
Larry Laudan, Progress and its Problems, California, 1977.
W. Newton-Smith, The Rationality of Science, London, 1981.
Husain Sarkar, A Theory of Method, California, 1983.
(3) Martin Hollis and Steven Lukes (eds.), Rationality and Relativism, 
Oxford, 1982.
One should also consult the work associated with Imre Lakatos, listed for 
Chapter 8 below. A thorough study of the history of the idea of scientific 
revolution is:
I.B. Cohen, Revolution in Science: The History, Analysis and Significance 

of a Concept and a Name, Cambridge, Mass., 1984.

1 W hat is scientific realism ?

For an excellent overview of the current debate, see,
(4) Jarrett Leplin (ed.), Essays on Scientific Realism, Notre Dame, 1983.
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There are now a great many classifications of scientific realisms. One is: 
Paul Horwich, ‘ Three forms of realism’, Synthese 52 (1982), pp. 181-201.

2 Building and causing

In addition to Sense and Sensibtlia, cited in the text, one may find other 
examples of Austin’s treatment of English words in:
J.L. Austin, Philosophical Papers, 3rd edn, Oxford, 1979.
Despite the initial influence of this work, I regret to report that almost 
nobody does that kind of philosophy today. Austin also had a more 
speculative programme, which has been adapted by some influential 
philosophers in Germany, and, to a lesser extent, in the United States: 

Hovi to do Things with Words, Oxford, 1963.
For harsh criticism of what Austin says about the word ‘ real’, read: 
Jonathan Bennett, ‘ Real’, in K. Fann (ed.), J.L. Austin, A Symposium, 

London, 1969.
Smart’s own introductory textbook is:
J.J.C. Smart, Between Science and Philosophy: An Introduction to the 

Philosophy of Science, New York, 1968.
It is not clear that Cartwright’s causalism has exact forbears, but she 
acknowledges substantial debts to the anti-realist classic, originally publis
hed in French in 1906,
Pierre Duhem, The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory, Princeton, 1954. 
In an at present unpublished discussion note that I have just seen, Bas van 
Fraassen claims that causalism has its roots in Newton’s search for vera 
causa (true causes) combined with the famous assertion, hypotheses non 
firtgo (I do not make, or depend upon, hypotheses).

3 Positivism

As noted in the text, many trace the positivist spirit back to Hume or earlier. 
Still, the word is Comte’s. Any University library will have in its catalogue 
several books of selections from Comte in translation. One of the figures 
most often cited as a positivist is Ernst Mach. That is not a closed case. Paul 
Feyerabend will contribute a long essay to a Grover Maxwell memorial 
volume (University of Minnesota Press, expected 1984) in which he 
contends vigorously that Mach was no positivist. A  reading of Mach would 
well begin with,
Ernst Mach, The Analysis of Sensations, Chicago, 1887, and numerous 

reprintings, with several variations on the title.
A more clearcut classic of positivism is,
Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science, London, in numerous and 

substantially altered or augmented editions, from 1897 on.
The classic criticism of positivism in that stage of its evolution singles out 
Pearson as the one positivist whose empirical good sense makes him stop 
short of the excesses of his peers:
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V.I. Lenin, Materialism and Empirio-Criticism, New York, 1923.
The best anthology of logical positivism is:
A.J. Ayer (ed.), Logical Positivism, New York, 1959.

4 Pragm atism

The most interesting historical survey of pragmatism is,
Bruce Kuklick, The Rise of American Philosophy: Cambridge, Massa

chusetts, 1860-1930, New Haven, 1977- 
There are numerous anthologies of Peirce, James, and Dewey. A new and 
more satisfactory edition of Peirce’s writing is well in hand and at least two 
computer concordances of his surviving, works are increasingly available. 
Any established anthology will, however, provide a pretty good account of 
his philosophy for all but the specialist scholar. His essays are in my opinion 
so popular and yet so deep that they improve with rereading every couple of 
years or so.

5 Incom m ensurability

The debate about incommensurability was due to discussions by Paul 
Feyerabend as well as Kuhn:
Paul Feyerabend, ‘ On the meaning of scientific terms’, The Journal of 

Philosophy 62 (1965), pp. 266-74.
‘ Problems of empiricism’, in R. Colodny (ed.), Beyond the Edge of 

Certainty, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1965.
Against Method, London, 1977.
Science in a Free Society, London, 1979.

Among the very many discussions of incommensurability, one may 
especially note:
Dudley Shapere, ‘ The structure of scientific revolutions’, The Philoso

phical Review 73 (1964), pp. 383-94. Reprinted in (2).
‘ Meaning and scientific change’ , in R. Colodny (ed.), Mind and Cosmos: 

Essays in Contemporary Science and Philosophy, Pittsburgh, 1966, 
pp. 41-85. Reprinted in (1).

Hartrey Field, ‘ Theory change and the indeterminacy of reference’, The 
Journal of Philosophy 70 (1973), pp. 462-81.

G. Pearce and P. Maynard (eds.), Conceptual Change, Dordrecht, 1973. 
Arthur Fine, ‘ How to compare theories: reference and change ’, Nous 9 

(1975), PP- 17- 32.
Michael Levine, ‘ On theory-change and meaning-change’ , Philosophy of 

Science, 46 (1979).

6 Reference and 7 Internal realism

Many of the papers in (4) contain useful studies of or allusions to Putnam, 
whose views about realism have notoriously evolved in the course of time.
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It is important to read his collected papers in chronological order; likewise 
with his books.
Hilary Putnam, Mind, Language and Reality; Philosophical Papers, Volume 

2, Cambridge, 1979.
Meaning and the Moral Sciences, London, 1978.
History, Truth and Reason, Cambridge, 1981.

Views which in some ways overlap Putnam’s have long been urged by 
Nelson Goodman, who summarizes them in,
Nelson Goodman, Ways of Worldmaking, Indianapolis, 1978.
Putnam’s more formal presentation of the Lowenheim-Skolem argument 
about realism is given in,

‘ Models and reality’, The Journal of Symbolic Logic 45 (1980), 
pp. 464-82.

Numerous discussions of this argument will be appearing soon.
G.R. Merrill, ‘ The model-theoretic argument against realism ’, Philosophy 

of Science 47 (1980), pp. 69-81.
J.L. Koethe, ‘ The stability of reference over time’, Nods 16 (1982), 

pp. 243-52.
M. Devitt, ‘ Putnam on realism, a criticial study of Hilary Putnam’s 

Meaning and the Moral Sciences ’, Nods, forthcoming.
David Lewis, ‘ New work for a theory of universals’ , The Australasian 

Journal of Philosophy, forthcoming.

8 A  surrogate for truth

Many of Lakatos’s views about science are foreshadowed in a highly 
original and entertaining dialogue on the nature of mathematics.
Imre Lakatos, Proofs and Refutations: The Logic of Mathematical Dis

covery, Cambridge, 1976.
In 1965 he organized a conference involving Popper, Carnap, Kuhn and 
numerous others. The third and most lively volume of this conference 
contains his own most important contribution to the philosophy of science. 
I. Lakatos and A. Musgrave (eds.), Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge, 

Cambridge, 1970.
Two memorial volumes discussing the work of Lakatos and its applications 
are:
Colin Howson (ed.), Method and Appraisal in the Physical Sciences, 

Cambridge, 1976.
R. S. Cohen et al. (eds.), Essays in Memory of Imre Lakatos, Dordrecht, 

1976.

Break: Reals and representations

Since no bibliography fits the subject matter of the break I shall take the 
opportunity of drawing attention to two interesting schools that deploy 
social studies of science to draw philosophical conclusions. In Edinburgh
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we find the very strong doctrine that nearly all scientific reality is a social 
construct. The paper, ‘ Relativism, rationalism and the sociology of 
knowledge ’, contained in (3) above, provides a rich list of sources. Some of 
the main statements by this group are:
Barry Barnes, Scientific Knowledge and Sociological Theory, London, 1974.

Interests and the Growth of Knowledge, London, 1977.
David Bloor, Knowledge and Social Imagery, London, 1976.
Some support for this group is found in the second chapter of a very 
innovative set of essays,
Mary Hesse, Revolutions and Reconstructions in the Philosophy of Science, 

Brighton, 1980.
At Bath there is another group of sociologically oriented students of 
science, who have valuable things to contribute to the second half of the 
present book, ‘ Intervening ’, for they have made internal studies of a variety 
of experimental work, ranging from parapsychology to laser physics. 
H.M. Collins and T . J. Pinch, Frames of Meaning: The Social Construction 

of Extraordinary Science, London, 1981.
H.M. Collins, ‘ The T E A  set: tacit knowledge and scientific networks’, 

Science Studies 4 (1974), pp. 165-86.
H.M. Collins and T .G . Harrison, ‘ Building a TE A  laser: the caprices of 

communication’, Social Studies of Science 5 (1975), pp. 441-50. 
David Gooding, ‘A convergence of opinion on the divergence of lines: 

Faraday and Thomson’s discussion of diamagnetism’, Notes and 
Records of the Royal Society of London 36 (1982), pp. 243-59.

H.M. Collins, ‘ Son of seven sexes: the social destruction of a physical 
phenomenon’, Social Studies of Science 11 (1981), pp. 33-62.

The last paper describes the rejection of some experimental results in the 
investigation of gravity waves.

9-16 Intervening

For an analysis of Millikan’s work on the electron, see,
G. Holton, The Scientific Imagination, Cambridge, 1978, Chapter 2. 
Holton urges that Millikan’s use of data is strongly influenced by 
theoretical expectations. For a summary of this and related aspects of 
Holton’s work, see,

‘ Thematic presuppositions and the direction of scientific advance’, 
in A.F. Heath (ed.), Scientific Explanation, Oxford, 1981, pp. 1-27. 

This volume also contains a strong statement of the position of the 
theoretician, by A. Salam (cf. p. 267, above): ‘ The nature of the “  ultimate ” 
explanation in physics’, ibid., pp. 28-35. Here is a case history of a crucial 
experiment, together with a detailed account of that experiment, and a 
philosophical discussion of ‘ good’ experiments:
Allan Franklin and Howard Smokier, ‘Justification of a “ crucial”  

experiment: parity nonconservation’, American Journal of Physics 49 
(1981), pp. 109-11.
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Allan Franklin, ‘ The discovery and nondiscovery of parity nonconserva
tion’, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 10(1979), pp. 201-57. 

‘ What makes a good experiment?’ British Journal for the Philosophy of 
Science 32 (1981), pp. 367-74.

There are few books studying experimental histories in detail. One of the 
best is about the discovery of isotopes by E. Rutherford and F. Soddy. The 
same author has two interesting papers about two different ways that a 
science can, for a while, go off in the wrong direction.
Thaddeus Trenn, The Self-Splitting Atom, London, 1975. 

‘ Thoruranium (U-236) as the extinct natural parent of thorium: the 
premature falsification of an essentially correct theory’, Annals of Science 
35 (1978)» PP- 58i - 97-
‘ The phenomenon of aggregate recoil: the premature acceptance of an 

essentially incorrect theory’, Annals of Science 37 (1980), pp. 81-100. 
A blow-by-blow account of the Michelson-Morley experiment is given by: 
Loyd S. Swenson, The Etherial Aether: A  History of the Michelson-Morley 

Experiment, Austin, Tex., 1972.
On causes, models and approximations, see,
R. Harre, Causal Powers: A Theory of Natural Necessity, Oxford, 1975- 
M. Hesse, Models and Analogies in Science, London, 1963.
In addition to the works by Hesse cited on pp. 162 and 280 above, two other 
books by these authors will be found useful,
R. Harre, The Philosophers of Science: An Introductory Survey, Oxford, 

1972.
M. Hesse, Forces and Fields: The Concept of Action at a Distance in the 

History of Physics, Westport, Conn., 1970.
The most recent contributor to the history and philosophy of new 
experimental physics is publishing the following papers. The first has a 
bearing on my account of muons and mesons (pp. 87-90, above), and the 
second on weak neutral currents (Chapter 16, above):
Peter Galison, ‘ The discovery of the muon and the failed revolution against 

quantum electrodynamics’ , Centaurus, April, 1983.
‘ How the first neutral current experiments ended’, Reviews of Modern 

Physics, April, 1983.
‘ Einstein’s experiment, the g-factor, and theoretical predispositions’ , 

Historical Studies in the Physical Sciences 12 (1982), pp. 285-323.


